A SeeD candidate with outstanding fighting abilities, Seifer has a problem submitting to authority. He is extremely ambitious and is not about to let anyone stop him from pursuing his dreams...

A bold young warrior striding through life with a cocksure attitude, Seifer continually clashes with his training companion and rival, Squall Leonhart. While he is a brilliant soldier, his wilful lack of discipline paired with a certain ruthlessness make him an unlikely SeeD candidate. Far from obeying orders, Seifer tends to make a point of deciding and having his own way. He seems utterly impervious to the admonitions of his superiors. In fact, he doesn't acknowledge any ordinary mortal as even his peer. Needless to say, while his fighting prowess is admired by everybody, Seifer is not the most popular student at Balamb Garden.

Though often questionable, Seifer’s decisiveness seems to attract people drawn by his air of authority. Indeed, his two faithful sidekicks and fellow students, Raijin and Fujin - forming the disciplinary committee of Balamb Garden - enthusiastically follow each and every order of his. They are blissfully ignorant of the dreams of power impelling Seifer ... and of whose attention this restless young man might attract ...

Driven by a dark passion, Seifer craves power. He loves to be in control, particularly of other people, and has a keen eye for the main chance. Seifer abhors duty: His aspirations lead him along a higher path. Seifer scorns his fellow students - even Squall, whom he might graciously consider the closest he has to an equal on the battlefield.

While destiny seems to separate the two rivals early on, their paths will cross again. The fate of these young men seems to be inextricably linked and might well affect the future of the world ...
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